Many techniques have been devised these last ten years to add an appropriate directionality concept in decompositions of images from the specific transformations of a small set of atomic functions. Let us mention for instance works on directional wavelets, steerable filters, dual-tree wavelet transform, curvelets, wave atoms, ridgelet packets, . . . In general, features that are best represented are straight lines or smooth curves as those defining contours of objects (e.g. in curvelets processing) or oriented textures (e.g. wave atoms, ridgelet packets). However, real images present also a set of details less oriented and more isotropic, like corners, spots, texture components, . . . This paper develops an adaptive representation for all these image elements, ranging from highly directional ones to fully isotropic ones. This new tool can indeed be tuned relatively to these image features by decomposing them into a Littlewood-Paley frame of directional wavelets with variable angular selectivity. Within such a decomposition, 2D wavelets inherit some particularities of the biorthogonal circular multiresolution framework in their angular behavior. Our method can therefore be seen as an angular multiselectivity analysis of images. Two applications of the proposed method are given at the end of the paper, namely, in the fields of image denoising and N -term nonlinear approximation.
Introduction
Real world images contain very different features, ranging from very oriented ones, like straight edges, to more isotropic objects, like corners and spots. Between these two extreme behaviors, we find, for instance, curves with variable curvature radius and texture points. During the last ten years, many techniques have been designed for obtaining good representations of images with oriented features. We may quote, e.g., the work of Antoine, Murenzi, and Vandergheynst on directional wavelets [3, 4] , that of Simoncelli et al. on oriented steerable filters [5, 6] , that of Candès, Donoho and Flesia on the curvelet representation and the ridgelet packets [8, 9, 11] , the wave atoms of Demanet and Ying [10] , and the dual tree wavelet transform of Kingsbury, Selesnik and Baraniuk [24, 25] .
In this paper, we propose a method based on directional wavelet decomposition for representing the various objects mentioned above adaptively on each point of the image. In order to achieve this result, we will define particular directional wavelets based on a circular multiresolution analysis, whose main property is to combine with each other to form directional frames of different angular selectivity (actually, half-continuous frames, that is, discretized only in scales and angles). A criterion to select the "Best Directional Frame" is then defined.
Finally, we will present in two applications, namely image denoising and τ %-term nonlinear approximation (a simple variant of the N -term nonlinear approximation [23] ), the advantages of the composite multiselective frame over a non-adaptive fixed selectivity method. Beyond this final comparison, this paper does not claim, however, to replace state of the art techniques tuned to these specific applications.
The Framework
We describe an image by a real function f on R 2 , representing the light intensity at every point x ∈ R 2 of the image. If f ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) = {g( x) : g 2 = R 2 |g( x)| 2 d 2 x < ∞} and given an admissible wavelet ψ ∈ L 1 (R 2 ) ∩ L 2 (R 2 ), the continuous wavelet transform [13] of f is
where * is the complex conjugation and ψ b,a,θ is an L 1 (R 2 )-normalized copy of ψ, translated by b ∈ R 2 , dilated by a ∈ R + and rotated by θ ∈ S 1 [0, 2π). In these equations, r θ is the usual 2 × 2 rotation matrix, and the hat denotes the standard Fourier transform on L 2 (R 2 ), that is,f ( k) = R 2 f ( x) e −i k· x d 2 x, with inverse f ( x) = (2π) −2 R 2f ( k) e i k· x d 2 k. In the sequel, we will omit the index of W f and write simply W.
From now on, we take for ψ a directional wavelet [2, 3, 4, 13] , that is, a wavelet whose frequency support is essentially contained in a convex cone with apex at the origin. In addition, we assume that ψ is separable in polar coordinates:
where k ≡ (k, κ), k = | k|, κ = arg k, ρ is a function in L 2 (R, kdk) and ϕ is a positive function in L 2 (S 1 , dκ). If the width of the support of ϕ in S 1 is strictly smaller than π, the directional wavelet ψ is called conical, since suppψ is then contained in a convex cone (Ref. [13] , Sec.3.3.4). A directional (conical) wavelet is characterized by its angular selectivity (or Angular Resolving Power [2, 13] ), that is, its ability to distinguish features with close orientations. This quantity is by definition inversely proportional to the aperture of the support cone ofψ : the sharper the cone, the higher the angular selectivity. The support in frequency space of a separable wavelet ψ of the type (2.4) is presented in Figure 1 .
Recall that the anisotropy of a wavelet does not imply its directionality. An anisotropic wavelet is just noninvariant under rotation around its center. A width and a length can thus be defined in the spatial domain or in the frequency domain with a ratio different from one.
However, this property alone does not make it able to distinguish different orientations in images as it is suggested by the counterexample of the anisotropic Mexican Hat [1, 2, 13] . Notice that curvelets are directional filters with an anisotropy ratio width/length depending (parabolically) of the frequency scale [8] (see Sec.10) . With (2.4), the wavelet transform (2.3) becomes in polar coordinates
The last expression may be rewritten as 6) where h| g
dκ is the scalar product on the circle S 1 of the 2π-periodic functions h and g, and
In other words, relation (2.6) means that the wavelet coefficients of the image f can be interpreted as the projection of R b,a on a kind of scaling function ϕ θ localized around θ ∈ S 1 .
It is now very tempting to add a dilation in this scheme. If ϕ corresponds to the periodization of a function ν : R → R, we may for instance "dilate" ϕ by dilating ν [14] , that is, we consider the following functions:
Let us replace now ϕ θ in (2.6) by the family of functions ϕ ,θ (κ) = ϕ (κ − θ), leading to the new coefficients
Of course, in this five-dimensional parameter space, the redundancy of the transformation is highly increased, but, for each , we have a wavelet
of angular selectivity controlled by . We may expect that isotropic objects in images will be better represented by coefficients W( b, a, , θ) with large (small angular selectivity), whereas very directional ones will correspond to a small (and high angular selectivity). In the next section, we will show how a circular multiresolution framework [15] can clarify these hints.
Biorthogonal Multiresolution on the Circle
We start with the usual biorthogonal multiresolution analysis (MRA) on the line, that is on L 2 (R), then, following Daubechies' procedure (Ref. [15] , Sec.9.3), we extend the multiresolution framework to the circle C 1 [0, 1) (throughout this paper, we reserve the notation S 1 to the circle identified with the interval [0, 2π)).
MRA on the line
As it is well-known, a multiresolution analysis of L 2 (R) is an increasing sequence of closed subspaces, interpreted as approximation spaces, 1
, and such that
(2) There exists a function φ ∈ V 0 , called a scaling function, with nonvanishing integral, such that the family {φ(x − k), k ∈ Z} is a Riesz basis of V 0 .
It follows that, for each l ∈ Z, the family of functions {φ l,n (t) = 2 l/2 φ(2 l t − n) : n ∈ Z} is a Riesz basis of V l . In the orthogonal scheme, one considers, for each l ∈ Z, the orthogonal complement
The (wavelet) subspaces W l inherit the scaling and translation properties of V l . Then, the central result is that W l has a Riesz basis {ξ l,n (t) = 2 l/2 ξ(2 l t − n), n ∈ Z}, and thus {ξ l,n (t) = 2 l/2 ξ(2 l t − n), l, n ∈ Z} is a Riesz basis of L 2 (R). The functions ξ l,n are the wavelets.
The inclusions φ ∈ V 0 ⊂ V 1 and ξ ∈ W 0 ⊂ V 1 imply the refinement (or scaling) equations 
e −inω the corresponding filters. We turn now to the biorthogonal scheme. Starting from the scale (3.1), one considers, for each l ∈ Z, the basis{ φ l,n (t) = 2 l/2 φ(2 l t − n), n ∈ Z}, dual to {φ l,n , n ∈ Z}, that is, the vectors defined by the relation φ l,n | φ l,n = δ nn (as it is well-known, these relations do not determine the new basis vectors uniquely [15, 23] ). Let V l denote the closed subspace generated by { φ l,n , n ∈ Z}. The outcome is a second multiresolution scale { V l }, with exactly the same properties as {V l }. Next, for each l ∈ Z, one defines a subspace W l by the two conditions
and similarly W l ⊂ V l+1 and W l ⊥ V j . In this way one obtains two sequences of subspaces
, n ∈ Z}, respectively. The four bases satisfy the biorthogonality relations
for all l, l , n, n ∈ Z. Since the corresponding filters { h, g} and {h, g} are linked by the relations
the whole biorthogonal multiresolution analysis is determined by the filters h and h.
Finally, the refinement equations entail that the coefficients c l and d l satisfy recursion formulas which allow their fast computation, namely,
where, for any sequence
that is, the operation q → U q represents oversampling by a factor of 2. We also use the standard convolution * of two sequences defined by
Circular MRA
Consider a multiresolution analysis of L 2 (R), such as described in the previous section, with generating functions 2 φ R (t) and ξ R (t) well localized in space, in the sense that there are constants > 0 and C > 0 such that |φ
and similarly for ξ Hence, from the subspaces
, generated by {φ l,n , n ∈ Z} and {ξ l,n , n ∈ Z}, respectively. In the same way, the dual subspaces
It is easy to see that these new spaces are finite dimensional, since
for all l 0, n ∈ Z and r ∈ Z. Therefore, dim V l = dim W l = 2 l and the dual spaces have the same dimension. In addition, from the periodicity of the circle, the scale parameter l is restricted to positive
, then φ R realizes a partition of the line [15] , that is, m∈Z φ R (t−m) = 1 for every t ∈ R (pointwise). Under the same assumption, we have also m∈Z ξ
Therefore, φ 0,n = 1 and ξ −1,n = 0 for all n ∈ Z. The spaces V 0 and W −1 are thus respectively the set of the constant functions on [0, 1) and the null function set {0}. In consequence, from now on, we will restrict l to positive integers.
Notice that orthogonality relations analogous to (3.4) hold between the subspaces V l and W l (resp. between V l and W l ) of L 2 (C 1 ), since they are inherited from the ones between V R l and W R l (resp. between V R l and W R l ) [15] , that is, 13) and similarly for the other two relations in (3.4).
In conclusion, since the dilations are performed before the periodization of the nonperiodic functions, the periodic functions φ, ξ, φ and ξ generate a biorthogonal multiresolution analysis with subspaces
Notice that, for l ∈ N * , the scaling rules (3.2) and (3.3) become
14) The reconstruction formula (3.6) now becomes
Finally, the recursion rules (3.8) become
where denotes the circular convolution defined as,
for any two sequences u and v of length P .
Angular Multiselectivity Analysis
The circular multiresolution framework developed in the previous section can be used to define new 2-D wavelets with multiple, but controlled, angular selectivities [22] . As we will see below, their main properties are
• they combine with each other in a pyramidal scheme to form less selective directional wavelets until one obtains a totally isotropic one;
• they define for each selectivity level a Littlewood-Paley 3 (LP) directional frame.
Directional frames
We begin by recalling the definition of a directional frame. According to the theory of dyadic (or half-continuous) frames (Ref. [13] , Sec. 2.4, Ref. [16] , Chap. VI), the continuous wavelet transform given in (2.1) can be discretized in its parameters a and θ, while preserving a perfect reconstruction formula.
be a polar separable wavelet of the form (2.4). Given a dyadic sampling of the scales a j = a 0 2 −j (j ∈ Z, a 0 ∈ R + ) and a regular sampling of the angles θ n = n 2π K (0 n < K, K ∈ N * ), assume that the frame property is satisfied, that is, there are two positive constants m, M such that
Then, there exists a (nonunique) dual wavelet ψ which yields the following reconstruction formula for any f ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) :
where * stands here for the standard convolution between two functions of L 2 (R 2 ).
A particular case Littlewood-Paley (LP) or 'linear' frame arises when
Then, ψ is simply a Dirac distribution δ (2) ( x) and the reconstruction formula (4.2) reduces to a Littlewood-Paley decomposition
Angular multiselectivity
As we have seen in Section 2, when the wavelet ψ has the form (2.4), then the resulting 2-D continuous wavelet transform
is given by the scalar product
Given a biorthogonal multiresolution analysis of the circle, with a scaling function φ and a wavelet ξ, we apply the discretization described in Section 4.1 and project
. Thus we get the new coefficients
for l ∈ N and 0 n < 2 l . These amount, respectively, to the projection of the image f on translated and dilated copies of the functions ψ a l,n , ψ d l,n and ψ i , respectively, defined in frequency space byψ
Here the exponent a stands for angular approximation, d for angular details, and i for isotropic.
The full parametrization of the L 1 (R 2 )-normalized wavelets thus reads Besides the scale and translation parameters a j and b, the rotation of the 2-D wavelets is obviously given by the parameter n, 0 n < 2 l , which precisely translates a function on S 1 by an angle 2πn2 −l . Since the aperture of the frequency space cones containing these wavelets is proportional to 2 −l , the angular selectivity of ψ a l,n and ψ d l,n is proportional to 2 l (see Section 2) . Keeping this in mind, we will call the parameter l the (angular) selectivity level.
We have thus generated a new family of wavelets, {ψ a l,n , ψ d l,n , ψ i } ranging from very directional ones to a totally isotropic one, depending on the value of l.
We conclude this section by noticing that, for each selectivity level l ∈ N, the family {ψ a j,l,n } generates a LP frame. More precisely, the following proposition holds.
This is a simple consequence of the fact that φ R realizes a partition of the line, i.e.,
and (4.3) is satisfied.
Recursion formulas
For any l ∈ N * , the functions ϕ and η verify simple extensions of the scaling rules (3.14) and (3.15):
We have also, for every l ∈ N,
If we project (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) onto R b,j , we obtain the following relations for the decomposition:
where we writeū = I u * for any sequence u.
As for the reconstruction, we get
Note that the oversampling operation U as well as the circular convolution are performed on the angular parameter of the wavelet coefficients, as in (3.9) and (3.17). The notation ( · ) n means simply that we select the n th angular element of this convolution. These relations are summarized in Figures 2 and 3 , where the operator D is the downsampling operator that turns a sequence u of length 2P into a sequence (Du)[n] = u[2n] of length P . Notice that the last term in the upper row of Figure 2 and the first term in the upper row of Figure 3 carry a label 'i' instead of 'a', since these terms correspond to the fully isotropic wavelet. As a matter of fact, (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) are the exact counterpart of the usual recursion relations for wavelet coefficients [15] . They rely on the fact that, according to (4.11), (4.12), several wavelets of level l merge into a single wavelet at level l − 1, i.e., with half the angular selectivity.
Choice of the wavelet
We must now choose a wavelet for our multiselectivity analysis. We select for φ R and ξ R the B-spline scaling function and wavelet, respectively [17] . In particular, we use the results of Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau [18] (CDF) on the compactly supported, spline biorthogonal wavelet bases with several vanishing moments. We propose to use the filters h and h, with 3 and 7 vanishing moments, respectively (see Table 1 ). This ensures that the resulting ψ a l,n (given below) is a conical wavelet with quadratic regularity on the edges of its conical frequency support. 
, and φ and ξ the periodization of φ
Thus, by Proposition 4.1, the wavelets {ψ a j,l,n } constructed from (4.17) constitute a LP frame for each l ∈ N. The resulting functionsψ a,d
L,n are presented in the frequency domain on Figure 4 for several values of L and for n = 0. Notice that the aperture of the supporting cones is decreasing for increasing L. As explained before, the aperture 2α L of the cone supportingψ a L,n andψ d L,n is proportional to 2 −L , which means that the angular selectivity of these wavelets growths with L. This behavior is illustrated more clearly in Figure 5 for the CDF−(3, 7) framework. Since supp φ
[13], Sec.3.3.4).
Best Frame Selection
Starting from a selectivity level L ∈ N, we have seen in Section 4.4 that we can generate inductively L + 1 frames with ψ a l,n (0 l L), characterized by an angular selectivity 2 l . 
This is a simple consequence of the identities j∈Z W i j ( x) = f and
The precious property uncovered by this last proposition provides us with a new degree of freedom to describe images adaptively. Indeed, at each point b ∈ R 2 and each scale j ∈ Z, we may search the "best frame", that is, the selectivity level l( b, j) characterizing best the content of f . To that effect, we simply choose the frame that offers the best match between the image and the wavelets, that is, at ( b, j), we choose the selectivity level
Obviously, the previous proposition garantees that other selection rules may be chosen (e.g. a sparsity criterion based on the 1 minimization of normalized coefficients, see Sec. 11). In this paper, however, we prefer this best matching procedure to study when the similarity between the analyzed image and the wavelets generated by our method is interesting for the final decomposition. The reconstruction procedure will be then defined by
since, for fixed j, the inner sum on n equals W i j ( x), exactly as in (4.4). In Figure 6 , the computation of is presented for j = J − 1 = 4 (see the next section for details on the scale discretization) and L = 5 on a toy image containing a set of simple geometric objects. Values of are displayed only in areas where
As we can see, follows closely and locally the directional aspect of the analyzed objects. Indeed, the selectivity level is increasing with the curvature radius of the three disks on their edges. The three singularities (spots) on the bottom are however linked with the 0 level, i.e., the isotropic level. The straight line produces the maximum level, as expected.
Discretization
In practice, images are discretized on a regular grid of pixels, i.e., an image f is defined on samples
, where p = (p, q) ∈ Z 2 (and in fact, of course, with only a finite number of samples, see below). By the Shannon theorem, the Fourier transform of f d is the 2π-periodization off , both in k x and k y directions. In other words, f is completely determined from the values of
In this particular context, the LP frame condition (4.3) must hold only at points k ∈ B π .
However, since a j = a 0 2 −j , the function ρ(a j k) spreads to higher frequencies when j increases. Thus there is a maximal value allowed for j, we call it J − 1 (with J > 0). Hence, with our choice of wavelet, since the quadratic spline φ is centered at the origin and has the support equal to [−3/2, 3/2], ρ(k) = φ(log 2 k) will be centered at k = 1 with
∈ B π for j < J. Let us now gather together wavelets with j J in B π by defininĝ
where high stands for high frequency components and χ Bπ ( k) is the characteristic function of B π . Since the discretized image is also limited in space, say of size N×N pixels, we define also the isotropic low frequency function to gather wavelets that are of a larger size than that of the original image f , that isψ
This two-dimensional scaling function is in fact fully determined by J : because of the support properties of φ,ψ low is contained inside a disk of radius π 2 −J . By inspection of ψ low and ψ j,l,n in the spatial domain, one sees that imposing roughly J smaller than log 2 N/8 guarantees that these functions are essentially smaller than the image and sufficiently discretized in frequency.
Finally, for any L ∈ N, the family
In a multiselective context, this becomes 
Numerical Complexity
Let us discuss in this section the numerical complexity of the coefficients computation in the multiselective scheme. The coefficients W a j,l,n ( b) can be evaluated by two methods. On the one hand, fast convolutions of the image f with the filters ψ a j,l,n can be perfomed simply using the FFT algorithm. Indeed, from the convolution theorem,
where F and F −1 are the forward and inverse FFT on a N×N grid, and with similar formulas for W low and W high l,n . Hence, for a N ×N pixel size image, for a fixed j and given a maximal selectivity level L,
operations are required to compute all the coefficients W a j,l,n ( b) for l ∈ [0, L] and n ∈ [0, 2 l −1]. On the other hand, we can use the pyramidal scheme presented in Section 4.3 (Figures 2  and 3 ). In the initial step, the 2 L functions W a j,L,n ( b) (n ∈ [0, 2 L − 1]) are computed with the FFT and stored in memory. Next, the other selectivity levels are obtained with the help of the sequence h l in the linear combination (4.14).
Consequently, for fixed j and l, and assuming h has length K, the computation of the 2 l functions W a j,l,n from the 2 l+1 functions W a j,l+1,n requires O 2 l min(K, 2 l )N 2 operations, since the periodization of h in the 2 l -length sequence h l implies that supp
operations are thus necessary to evaluate the
2 N , which seems realistic for our purposes (e.g. log 2 N = 64 for N = 256 and K = 4 for CDF filters), this second method is roughly twice faster than the first one, even if the asymptotic complexity is the same in N .
Notice finally that, even if no scaling rule can be exploited in the radial part of the wavelets (no simple relation between j and j−1), further complexity improvement can be realized using the bandwidth of the true filters, as it is done for instance in the steerable filters radial design [5] . Indeed, for all p, L and n, functions ψ . The different inverse FFTs used above can thus be computed on a subset of the original frequency grid for W low and W a j,l,n . The memory allocation in the recording of wavelet coefficients benefits also of this effect equivalent to a spatial downsampling of the coefficients. However, these technical improvements will not be pursued in the rest of this paper. We prefer to restrict our explanations on the main ideas concerning the multiselective scheme rather than on the possible numerical optimizations of the final decomposition.
Image Denoising
As a first application, we propose in this section to observe how the multiselective scheme is able to clean noisy images. We do not claim to obtain the best denoising algorithm. Our aim is rather to compare, in a Littlewood-Paley decomposition context (LP frame), a fixed selectivity denoising, using directional wavelets with the same selectivity level, with an adaptive multiselective denoising.
We will start by describing the whole process for the fixed selectivity method using a softthresholding of wavelet coefficients [19] before the image reconstruction. Therelated procedure will be then extended to the composite frame associated with the multiselective scheme.
Fixed selectivity method
Let f ∈ B π be an image corrupted by a Gaussian white noise of vanishing mean and variance σ 2 , that is, We want to estimate f from f σ . In our method, we will always compare f and its estimator f e with the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) determined by PSNR = 20 log 10 256/σ e , assuming the quantification of f has 256 gray levels. Here σ 2 e is the estimated noise variance E[(f − f e ) 2 ] 4 . The higher the PSNR, the better our estimator f e .
A common procedure to determine f e (see, for instance, Refs. [6, 19, 20] ) is to decompose the image in a basis of functions, to threshold the computed coefficients at some specific levels, and finally to reconstruct an estimated image from the remaining coefficients. Since the pure image f is rather concentrated in a limited number of coefficients, and the noise is spread uniformly on all coefficients, the effect of this thresholding is to separate the noise artifacts from the real signal features in each "band" of the transformation.
We propose here to apply this framework with the following algorithm:
• Fix J and the selectivity level L ∈ N.
• Given the noisy image f σ in (8.1), compute the coefficients
• Softly threshold the wavelet coefficients according to the following rules:
where T [t] is the soft thresholding operator of threshold t 0 defined by
and µ is a parameter to be adjusted later.
• Reconstruct f e with W high L,n , W low and W a j,L,n according to (6.4).
The particular parameters σ high L,n and σ j,L,n appearing above stand for the standard deviations of, respectively, the high-frequency coefficients and the wavelet coefficients, when the input image consists only of noise, i.e., f = σN . Since the noise has no preferred direction, it is clear that σ j,L,n does not depend on the angular index n. In fact, since wavelet coefficients are obtained by simple linear transformations of f , as a consequence of the Wiener-Khintchine theorem (see, for instance, Ref. [21] ), wavelet coefficients of σN have also a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
In other words, thresholding wavelet coefficients that are smaller than these values amounts to keeping values that have a high probability to be due to f and not to noise. In the sequel, σ high L,n , which is not independent of n because of the restriction (6.1) ofψ high L,n to B π , has been approximated by a
. Finally, the parameter µ, which controls the thresholding strength relatively to these standard deviations, has been empirically set to 2 to obtain interesting PSNR between f and f e .
Multiselective method
For the multiselective method, the thresholding process has to take into account the selectivity level. It is easy to prove that, for our choice of wavelet (see Section 4.4), the variance σ j,l,n is constant as soon as the support of ϕ l,n (κ) is strictly included in [0, 2π). This is a simple consequence of the L 2 -normalization of the function φ R which generates ϕ by periodization. However, even if this behavior is independent of the scale j, we may conjecture that the pure image is less and less directional when j decreases. We follow in fact the work of E. Candès and D. Donoho [8, 9] on the multiscale geometric study of C 2 -edges in images. At small scales, these are well described by very elongated atoms, while at large scales, more isotropic functions are better adapted. In addition, in comparison to the noise, at a fixed 0 j < J, points b with high ( b, j) must be more numerous since many substructures inside real images define curved and straight edges. This is confirmed by the results presented in Figure 7 . For each j ∈ [0, 4] (J = 5), the distribution of points b with selectivity level l ∈ [0, 4], that is
has been determined for two images of size N 2 = 256 2 : the Lena picture (Figure 8(a) ) and a purely noisy image, i.e., our previous N ( x). The observation of Figures 7(a) and 7(b) shows us that the Lena picture has globally a higher percentage of points with high selectivity level for any j than the noise image. In addition, for small j, both images display percentages more spread on smaller l.
The noise image has also many more points associated to l = 0 for all j. The ratio of the percentages of the noise image and of the Lena picture (Figure 7(c) ) confirms this effect for small values of l too, with particularly high ratios in high frequencies (large j). To conclude this analysis, noise seems to favor small selectivity levels comparing to real images, and this trend is stronger in high frequencies.
Therefore, in our previous thresholding procedure, we propose to add a new thresholding factor taking into account our statement:
• Fix J and L ∈ N and compute the coefficients of the noisy image, as before.
• Determine ≡ ( b, j) from (5.2).
• Softly threshold the wavelet coefficients according the following rules:
with γ j,l , 9) where λ > 1 is a parameter which tunes the thresholding operation on low selectivity levels. In agreement with the results presented in Figure 7 , the additional thresholding factor γ j,l increases with 2 j ∝ a −1 j and decreases when the selectivity level is high.
• Reconstruct f e with W high ,n , W low and W a j, ,n according to (6.5) . Notice that the computation of ( p, j) is performed on the noisy coefficients, but it is fully equivalent to evaluate it on the thresholded coefficients. Indeed, since ( p, j) corresponds to the selectivity level for which one orientation maximizes all the ratios of (5.2) for all l and n, two situations may arise if wavelet coefficients are thresholded. First, after this thresholding, all the ratios are zero and the value of has no effect on the reconstruction since it simply disappears. Second, at least one coefficient is different from zero in (5.2), and since thresholding preserves the order of ratios above the threshold, is unchanged compared to its computation in the non-thresholded situation. We have tested our denoising method on two 256 × 256 images with 256 gray levels: the familiar Lena picture (Figure 8(a) ) and the cameraman image (Figure 10(a) ). In both cases, we have added an artificial Gaussian noise of standard deviation σ = 25.6, giving PSNRs of 20dB relatively to the original images. For the two denoisings, we have chosen the parameters L = 5, J = 3 and µ = 2. Cameraman results : For λ = 1.04, the multiselective PSNR (26.46dB, Figure 10 (d)) is again better than that of the fixed selectivity (26.32dB, Figure 10 (c)). Isotropic features like the cameraman's right eye and right ear, or the camera fixings, are also better defined. Artifacts decrease in the black area of the cameraman's coat.
Results

Nonlinear Approximations
As a second application, we focus now on nonlinear approximations of images. In short, this technique consists in decomposing an image and rebuilding it only from a certain number of its "highest" coefficients. After briefly reviewing the general definitions of this method, we will show how the multiselective scheme obtains better approximated images than the fixed selective method by saving up coefficients on less directional image features.
Definitions
Given a frame F = {ψ ζ ∈ L 2 (R 2 )} where ζ stands collectively for all the wavelet parameters, we define the N -term nonlinear approximation of a function f ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) by
where F = {ψ ζ ∈ L 2 (R 2 )} is the dual frame of F. The parameters {ζ k } result from a reordering of the indices ζ such that
The value m ζ is called the magnitude of the coefficient ψ ζ | f . Unlike the case of orthogonal bases [23] , for frames it is not guaranteed that f N is the best N -term nonlinear approximation. We will assume, however, that the error Θ f (N ) = f −f N 2 is globally decreasing with N . Indeed, if F has frame bounds m and
by taking g = f − f N and using the biorthogonality of F and F, it is easy to see that
If ψ ζ is constant for all ζ, then h f is a strictly decreasing function and Θ f is bounded by two decreasing functions. In addition, the control provided by inequality (9.2) is better if the frame bounds are close.
Our main objective is now to use nonlinear approximations for comparing the fixed selectivity and the multiselective methods. 5 However, the two frames do not have the same number of elements. Therefore, we define the τ %-term nonlinear approximation (with τ ∈ [0, 100]) as the approximation obtained with N = τ 100 M of the "best" terms, with M representing the total number of elements in the frame. We will work also scale by scale in the τ %-term counting in order to highlight the directional effects of the two procedures.
Results
To evaluate the fixed selectivity and the multiselective methods, we analyse the image of a sunflower field (Figure 11 ). This picture presents directional objects, like the sticks and the leaves of the plants, as well more isotropic features like the dark center of the flowers. In addition, due to the angle of view of the camera, these elements appear at various scales, depending on their distance to the objective. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show nonlinear approximations obtained for 1% of the total number of terms in the fixed and adaptive methods, respectively. In each case, we use L = 4 (16 orientations) with J = 5 number of scales. The corresponding qualities of the approximations, expressed in PSNR, are equal to 13.84 dB and 14.27 dB. We can observe that, without losing the main directional objects, the adaptive method displays most of the dark centers of the flowers, while they are completely absent in the fixed selectivity method. This effect can be tested at higher percentages. For instance, for 10%-term approximations, the fixed selectivity gives a PSNR of 16.72 dB (Figure 12(c) ), while the adaptive one yields a quality of 18.22 dB (Figure 12(d) ). This phenomenon may be explained by the the number of coefficients needed to render an object. For instance, if a feature at point x and scale a j corresponds to a selectivity level ( x, j) = L − 1, the multiselective scheme saves up 2 L − 2 L−1 = 2 L−1 coefficients, compared to a fixed selectivity decomposition of level L. These may then be used to describe other features, so that the result is better.
Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction, many techniques have been designed these last twenty years to improve the (sparse) representation of image features like C 2 curves, textures, . . . The main idea is to go beyond the limitations of 2-D orthogonal separable bases (as in the usual discrete wavelet transform) which are unable to produce a good expansion of piecewise-smooth 2-D signals [7] . In this section we compare our approach to some other interesting techniques.
Our multiselective scheme can first be linked to the curvelet transform approach [8, 9] by considering the anisotropy ratio of both methods. For the curvelet transform, the filters obey a parabolic scaling rule that sparsifies the corresponding representation of any C 2 curve. Roughly speaking, at a scale 2 −j , a curvelet has a width ∝ 2 −j and a length ∝ 2 −j/2 . Similarly, in the frequency domain, a curvelet has a support mainly contained in a circular sector of radial width ∝ 2 j and of angular length ∝ 2 j/2 (see Ref. [9] for details). The parabolic name comes then from the fact that, whatever the space, width ≈ length 2 .
In our case, using the same measurements, Sections 4.2 and 4.4 shown us that the multiselective wavelets ψ a,d j,l,n are contained in the frequency plane in a circular sector of radial width ∝ 2 j and, in rough approximation, of angular length ∝ 2 j 2 −l when l is high enough to make the wavelets conical. In the end, for our scheme
which reflects the flexibility of our wavelet parametrization. The selectivity selection (5.2) of ( b, j) allowed by Proposition 5.1 makes the choice of l = ( b, j) adaptive with respect of the local image geometry. Other features than C 2 curves can thus be conveniently represented.
Beyond this simple measurement comparison, we may remark also that the curvelet transform and the multiselective analysis do not share the same kind of reconstruction formula. Indeed, curvelets realize a tight frame of L 2 (R 2 ) and so, the synthesis filters correspond to the analysis filters. In our case, Proposition 5.1 relies on the LP frame property of the multiselective analysis. In that case, the reconstruction is performed by summation of the wavelet coefficients as in (5.3), whereas position parameters b are identified with points x in the image. In other words, the synthesis filter is here a simple Dirac distribution instead of the usual convolution used in tight frame reconstruction.
Second, Kingsbury, Selesnik and Baraniuk [24, 25] have introduced a very nice framework to achieve a directional decomposition of images, namely, the Dual-Tree complex wavelet Transform (or DTT). In this work, two classical discrete wavelet trees are combined, with filters forming (approximate) Hilbert pairs. This last property guarantees that (i) the final decomposition is more shift-invariant than the usual discrete wavelet transform (DWT); (ii) a selectivity of the filters can be defined outside the vertical, horizontal and (almost) diagonal directions of the DWT; and (iii) the redundancy factor is only 4 (and 2 d is a d-dimensional  space) .
This formalism is extended by Chaux et al. [26] into a M -band extension. Roughly speaking, this improvement leads to a refinement in M ×M "octaves" of the frequency plane partitioning associated to the previous dual-tree WT. It is interesting to notice, in the denoising application of Ref. [26] , that different choices of the band number M lead to different denoising qualities, with best results obtained for high M .
At frequency scale j, the support of each directional filter of the M -bands DTT is made of two antipodal boxes of size (2 j /M ) × (2 j /M ) in the frequency plane. In other words, compared to the multiselective framework, M is linked to 2 L with L the maximal selectivity level. However, no adaptive gathering of these frequency boxes is currently proposed in the M -band DTT to access, for instance, the M -band DTT decompositions for M < M . This point precludes any further comparison with our the multiselective framework.
Finally, let us mention the work of Flesia et al. on the Ridgelet packets. This approach develops in a first step an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R 2 ) by defining new ridgelets filters in polar frequency plane. This construction is very similar to that we adopt in (4.17) and (4.18). In short, the frequency angular part of these ridgelets corresponds to elements of periodized Lemarié scaling functions and periodized Meyer wavelets, while the radial part is the Fourier transform of Meyer wavelets in L 2 (R). Next the authors create a polar partioning of the frequency domain that best matches the image features. This is achieved by generating ridgelet packets in frequency by choosing separately their radial and angular parts, respectively, in a wavelet packets dictionary and in a wavelet packets dictionary or a cosine packets dictionary. A best basis strategy is then applied on the packet construction and the optimal partitioning corresponds to that which minimizes an additive measure of "entropy", or sparsity [12] .
Although ridgelet packets form an adaptive orthonormal basis of L 2 (R 2 ), this scheme has a serious limitation, in that it lacks a translation parameter in the filter generation. Consequently, the resulting decomposion is not truly local. Its application is then more restricted to image having global directional properties. Notice that, in order to solve this issue, the authors suggest to partition the spatial domain in boxes where the ridgelet packet procedure could be developed, following the definition of first generation curvelets [8] .
Our multiselectivity decomposition of images does not provide an orthonormal basis or a tight frame of L 2 (R 2 ). Its redundancy is very high but, in the end, angular adaptivity and locality can cohabit.
Conclusion and Perspectives
We have presented a new (Littlewood-Paley) decomposition of real images, based on the concept of angular multiselectivity.
The idea is that the angular selectivity of the wavelet should be adapted to the degree of isotropy of the analyzed point. Highly directional wavelets are needed for reproducing correctly sharply oriented features, but may constitute a hindrance at points around which the image is roughly isotropic. Thus, as always in wavelet analysis, the emphasis is on the local character of the procedure: The analysis tool must be adapted in a dynamical way to the local features of the image, and orientation is the relevant characteristic in the present context.
Finally, as a test of the new concept, we have shown in two applications, namely image denoising and τ %-term nonlinear approximation, that the multiselective scheme presents a clear improvement compared to a nonadaptive fixed selectivity method.
To conclude this paper, we remark that further research should be performed on the selectivity selection (5.2). Rather than selecting the directional frame that best matches the image features, which is equivalent to seek the l that maximizes the ∞ norm of the angular coefficients (with respect to n ∈ [0, 2 l )), we could rather search for the l that minimizes the 1 norm of the same coefficients. This sparsity criterion can lead to interesting results, for instance, for the τ -term approximation of Section 9. In addition, we expect that the efficiency of the multiselective method will increase with the size of the image. The more pixels we have, the more degrees of freedom we have in choosing selectivity levels.
